Chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by genome-wide chip hybridization (ChIP-chip), provides a tool for identifying transcription factor (TF) binding sites in the upstream regulatory regions of genes that are differentially expressed in alternative phenotypes or under different environmental conditions ([@bib67]; [@bib52]; [@bib74]; [@bib85]; [@bib12]; [@bib29]; [@bib18]). By combining ChIP-chip hybridization analyses with mutational analyses and genome-wide transcription profiling, transcriptional networks regulating phenotypic transitions and the expression of alternative phenotypes can be developed ([@bib67]; [@bib52]; [@bib74]; [@bib76]; [@bib12]; [@bib29]; [@bib18]). However, while ChIP-chip analyses provide the locations of binding sites, they do not assess functionality ([@bib1]; [@bib33]; [@bib13]; [@bib73]; [@bib52]; [@bib11]; [@bib40]; [@bib78]; [@bib45]; [@bib71]; [@bib77]; [@bib79]; [@bib14]; [@bib17]; [@bib55]; [@bib56]; [@bib3]). The effects of deleting or perturbing expression of a TF gene can help identify TF-binding site interactions that may be nonfunctional or for which there is redundancy, but they do not demonstrate functionality, since the effects may be indirect ([@bib13]; [@bib52]; [@bib40]; [@bib77]; [@bib79]). Although there is no single "gold standard" method for unequivocally testing the functionality of TF-binding site interactions ([@bib11]; [@bib56]), one relatively effective method is through the construction and analysis of deletion derivatives of the binding sites, using quantitative reporter gene strategies ([@bib44]; [@bib78]; [@bib56]; [@bib34]; [@bib68]; [@bib69]). Here, we have used this strategy to explore the functionality of TF binding sites in the upstream region of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) in *Candida albicans*. *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) encodes a MyoD-class helix-loop-helix TF ([@bib7]; [@bib22]) that is differentially expressed in the white and opaque phases of *MTL*-homozygous cells, is essential for expression of the white phenotype, and negatively regulates the transition from the white to opaque phase ([@bib59]; [@bib62]; [@bib30]; [@bib87]).

*C. albicans*, the most pervasive yeast pathogen colonizing humans ([@bib46], [@bib47]; [@bib21]; [@bib51]; [@bib24]; [@bib41]), is diploid and natural isolates are predominately heterozygous (**a**/α) at the mating type locus (*MTL*) ([@bib35]; [@bib54]; [@bib32]; [@bib48]; [@bib4]). To mate, **a**/α cells must undergo homozygosis to the **a/a** or α/α configuration ([@bib25]; [@bib26]; [@bib38]), then switch ([@bib57]) from the "white" to "opaque" phase ([@bib35], [@bib36]; [@bib43]). The capacity to undergo white-opaque switching is also required for the formation of a *MTL*-homozygous white cell "sexual" biofilm, which facilitates mating between opaque cells ([@bib15]; [@bib82], [@bib83],[@bib84]; [@bib50]; [@bib58]).

In 1999, [@bib59]) found that *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) played a role in regulating the opaque to white transition. *MTL*-homozygous deletion mutants of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) were blocked in the opaque phase. In the following year, [@bib62]) demonstrated that cells of the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) null mutant attempted to switch from opaque to white when the temperature was raised, but could not fully express the white cell phenotype. In 2006, three laboratories reported that *WOR1* ([orf19.4884](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.4884) ) regulated the white to opaque transition ([@bib23]; [@bib63]; [@bib86]). *MTL*-homozygous deletion mutants of *WOR1* ([orf19.4884](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.4884) ) were blocked in the white phase. Soon after the discovery of Wor1, [@bib87]) used a combination of double mutants, ectopic expression, and ChIP-chip analyses to develop a model of a transcriptional network of interacting TFs that regulated the white and opaque phenotypes. The interacting network included the TFs Efg1, Wor1, Wor2, and Czf1 ([@bib87]). The network was then expanded to include the TFs Ahr1 ([@bib76]) and Wor3 ([@bib37]). [@bib20]) then performed an in depth analysis of the six TFs, including genome-wide ChIP-chip analysis, gene expression profiling, and microfluidics-based DNA binding studies. Transcriptional models were then generated for the expression of the alternative phenotypes, each model based in TF binding to sites along the promoters of the six TFs. Based on the phenotypes of the deletion mutants, there appeared to be a hierarchy in the roles played by components of the networks. If *WOR1* ([orf19.4884](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.4884) ) was deleted, cells were blocked in the white phase ([@bib23]; [@bib63]; [@bib86]) and if *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) was deleted, cells were blocked in the opaque phase ([@bib59]; [@bib62]). However, deletion of *AHR1* ([orf19.7381](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.7381) ) resulted in a decrease in the frequency of switching from opaque to white ([@bib76]), deletion of *WOR2* ([orf19.5992](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.5992) ) or *CZF1* ([orf19.3127](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.3127) ) resulted in a decrease in the frequency of switching from white to opaque ([@bib75]; [@bib87]), and deletion of *WOR3* ([orf19.467](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.467) ) had no effect on switching ([@bib37]). In addition, deletion of *WOR2* ([orf19.5992](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.5992) ) had no effect on N-acetylglucosamine-induced switching from white to opaque ([@bib72]). Overexpressing *CZF1* ([orf19.3127](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.3127) ) or *WOR3* ([orf19.467](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.467) ) caused an increase in the frequency of switching from white to opaque, and both increases were dependent on *WOR1* ([orf19.4884](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.4884) ) ([@bib75]; [@bib37]; [@bib81]). Overexpression of *AHR1* ([orf19.7381](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.7381) ) caused an increase in the frequency of opaque to white switching, and the increase in this case was dependent on *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) ([@bib76]). Overexpression of *WOR2* ([orf19.5992](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.5992) ) had no effect on switching ([@bib87]). Together, these observations supported a model in which *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) was the major regulator of the white phase phenotype and *WOR1* ([orf19.4884](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.4884) ) the major regulator of the opaque phase phenotype, while the remaining components of the network functioned as modulators of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) and *WOR1* ([orf19.4884](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.4884) ) expression.

*EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) is differentially expressed in white phase cells at levels over 10 fold higher than in opaque phase cells ([@bib59]; [@bib62]; [@bib30]; [@bib86]). We previously demonstrated different transcription start points (TSPs) for *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) in the two phases, resulting in a 3.3 kb transcript in the white phase and a 2.1 kb transcript in the opaque phase ([@bib62]). [@bib20]) demonstrated that there are a total of 10 binding sites for various combinations of the network TFs in a 10 kb region immediately upstream of the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) open reading frame (ORF) ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In the white phase, in which *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression is high, four of these sites bind only Efg1 (sites 1, 2, 3, and 6), two only Ahr1 (sites 7 and 8), and one Efg1 and Czf1 (site 9) ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In the opaque phase, in which *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression is low, two of the 10 sites bind Ahr1 (sites 5 and 8), one Wor2 and Efg1 (site 1), one Wor1, Wor2, and Wor3 (site 10), one Wor1, Wor2, Czf1, and Efg1 (site 9), and two Wor1, Wor2, Wor3, Czf1, and Efg1 (sites 4 and 6) ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Of the 10 binding sites, site 10 is located between the white and opaque TSPs, and therefore resides in the region encoding the nontranslated portion of the white phase *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) transcript.

![The 10 binding sites of network transcription factors regulating *EFG1* and the deletion derivatives generated for this functional analysis in the α/α strain WO-1. (A) Binding of transcription factors to the 10 sites in the *EFG1* upstream region, based on the ChIP-chip data of [@bib20]. Orf19.612 is the first upstream gene to *EFG1*. (B) A description of the deletion derivatives generated. Deleted regions are shown as red x sequences. ChIP-chip, chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by genome-wide chip hybridization; OpTSP, opaque transcription start point; RLUC, *Renilla reniformis* luciferase; WhTSP, white transcription start point.](1725f1){#fig1}

Prior to the discovery of the network TF binding sites along the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) promoter ([@bib20]), we generated a series of 22 serial deletion derivatives beginning at --2320 bp and progressing sequentially to the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) ORF ([@bib30]), using the *Renilla reniformis* gene RLUC as a quantifiable transcription reporter ([@bib61]). However, that study ([@bib30]) was limited for several reasons. First, the promoter region analyzed included only binding sites 9 and 10. Second, the deletion derivatives of the limited promoter fused to *RLUC* were inserted downstream of a full length *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) allele (Supplemental Material, [Figure S1](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/FigureS1.pdf)). We have therefore performed a second functional analysis of the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) promoter, using a different strategy, in order to explore the role of the 10 binding sites in the differential expression of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) in the white and opaque phases. Individual deletion derivatives were generated for each of the 10 binding sites, as well as combinatorial deletions, in a region spanning the 9000 bp upstream region of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ). These deletion derivatives of the promoter were generated upstream of *RLUC*, which replaces the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) ORF in one of the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) alleles, in the α/α strain WO-1 ([@bib57]) and the **a/a** strain P37005 ([@bib35]), a strategy very different to the previous one ([Figure S1](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/FigureS1.pdf)). We show that individual deletion of any one of the nine binding sites upstream of the white phase transcription start point (WhTSP) of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) has no significant negative effect on the elevated level of reporter gene expression in the white phase. Individual deletion of sites 1, 2, 3, and 4 resulted in minor increases in RLUC activity in the opaque phase, but deletion of sites 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 did not. Combinatorial deletion of binding sites 1, 2, and 3 showed no negative effects in white phase activity and no additive effect of the minor increases in activity in the opaque phase. Full length deletions of the upstream region, including sites 1 through 8, 1 through 9, or 1 through the WhTSP, resulted in a decrease in white phase expression to the low level observed in opaque phase cells. These full length deletions have no positive effect on the low level of expression in the opaque phase. They actually cause a further decrease in the already low level. These results indicate, first, that the high level of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression in the white phase is dependent upon the upstream region, but our strategy provided no support for the idea that any one of seven binding sites in the white phase plays an essential and nonredundant role in the increased level of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression in that phase. These results suggested that sites 1, 2, 3, and 4 may play minor suppressive roles in the opaque phase, but those roles were not additive. Interpreting these results is not straightforward, given that there is no single gold standard for definitively assessing the functionality of *cis*-acting sequences that bind TFs in the regulation of alternative phenotypes ([@bib73]; [@bib11]; [@bib60]). Alternative interpretations are considered in the *Discussion* to explain these results.

Material and Methods {#s1}
====================

Yeast strains and growth conditions {#s2}
-----------------------------------

The mutant strains used in this study were derived from two clinical *C. albicans* strains, WO-1 ([@bib57]), the *MTL* configuration of which is α/α, and P37005 ([@bib35]), the *MTL* configuration of which is **a/a**. Strains and their deletion derivatives are described in [Table S1](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/TableS1.pdf). Cells were grown from stocks stored at −80° and maintained at 25° on agar plates containing Lee's medium ([@bib31]) supplemented with arginine, biotin, and zinc (sLee's medium) ([@bib6]), and containing 5 µg/ml phloxine B, which differentially stains opaque colonies and sectors red ([@bib2]). The phenotypes of cells in white and opaque preparations were verified microscopically to be at least 99% homogeneous prior to use in every experiment.

Construction of R. reniformis luciferase (RLUC) reporter strains {#s3}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The strategy is diagrammed in [Figure S2](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/FigureS2.pdf). The *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) ORF in one of the two alleles was disrupted by inserting *RLUC*, in strains WO-1 and P37005, to create the wild type ("WT") reporter strains by the following procedure. The fragment *EFG1*-5′, containing the 853 bp upstream of the ATG codon of the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) ORF, was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with the primers efg5primef1 and efg5primer1.2 using WO-1 DNA as template. All primers used in this study are described in [Table S2](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/TableS2.pdf). The fragment EFG1-3ˈ, containing a portion of the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) ORF (base pairs 179--926), was amplified with the primers efg3primef2-2 and efg3primer2. The fragments *EFG1*-5′ and *EFG1*-3′ were digested with *Pst*I and ligated. The 5′--3′ fusion product was digested with *Sma*I and inserted between the flanking sites of the *Sma*I-digested, dephosphorylated pGEM-7Z(f) vector (Promega) to create plasmid pEf5/3-5.1. The *C. albicans* adapted hygromycin B resistance gene (*HYG^R^*) was amplified with primers CaHygB-1 and CaHygB-2 from plasmid pBSH-CaHygB ([@bib5]) and digested with *Sal*I and *Nde*I. The *ACT1* promoter was amplified with primers ACT1P-1 and ACT1P-2 from plasmid pNIMI ([@bib49]) and digested with *Xho*I. The *ACT1* terminator sequence was excised from pNIMI by digestion with *Nde*I and *Pst*I. The *ACT1* promoter, *HYG^R^*, and the *ACT1* terminator were cloned in the pBluescript II SK+ (Stratagene) plasmid, between *Xho*I and *Pst*I sites of this vector to create plasmid CaHygB. The 1.7 kb fragment containing the *Escherichia coli* hygromycin-resistance gene under the control of the *ACT1* promoter and terminating with the *ACT1* terminator sequence ([Figure S1](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/FigureS1.pdf)), was amplified from plasmid pCaHygB with the primers hynancof-2a and hynaw3ncor-2, digested with *Bsp*hI, and inserted into the plasmid pCRW3 ([@bib61]) at the compatible *Nco*I site, located downstream of the *RLUC* gene, to create plasmid pCRH8. The 3.2 kb fragment containing *RLUC* and the hygromycin resistance gene was amplified from plasmid pCRH8 with the primers rlucsbff-2 and hynaw3ncor-2, digested with *Pst*I, and subcloned into plasmid pEf5/3-5.1 at the *Pst*I site, located at the junction between the *EFG1*-5′ and *EFG1*-3′ fragments, to create plasmid p6bW3-8. The orientation of the *RLUC* gene was verified by PCR and sequencing. p6bW3-8 was digested by *Sma*I to generate the *RLUC* cassette ([Figure S1](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/FigureS1.pdf)). The *RLUC* cassette was used to transform strains WO-1 and P37005 by electroporation ([@bib16]). Transformants were selected on YPD (1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, and 2% dextrose) agar containing 800 µg/ml of hygromycin B (InvivoGen) after 2 d of growth at 30°. Correct integration of the *RLUC* cassette in one of the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) alleles was verified by PCR with the primers efg5′chk and rlucrchk2, and by sequencing. Several clones containing the *RLUC* cassette at one of the two *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) alleles were obtained in each strain background. Four clones derived from WO-1 and four clones derived from P37005 were tested for RLUC activity in white and opaque phase cells. Strain F1, derived from WO-1, was selected for generating deletion derivatives of the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) promoter regulating *RLUC*, and strain I1 was selected for P37005. We considered those strains, F1 and I1, in which *RLUC* is under the control of the complete 10,800 bp upstream region of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ), to be the "wild type" ("WT") strains.

Construction of EFG1 **(**[orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) **)** promoter deletion derivatives {#s4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The deletion mutants, listed in [Table S1](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/TableS1.pdf) and diagrammed in [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, were generated according to previously described protocols ([@bib82]; [@bib64], [@bib65]). The recyclable flipper cassette from pGEM2A ([@bib53]; [@bib64]), containing the dominant nourseothricin resistance marker (*CaSAT1*), was used to create all mutants. The primers used to create gene deletions are provided in [Table S2](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/TableS2.pdf). To obtain mutants with individual binding site deletions, combinations of targeted deletions, or major contiguous deletions of the upstream region, specific deletion cassettes were constructed as follows. First, the 5′- and 3′-flanking regions of each target region were amplified by PCR. The 5′ and 3′ regions were then digested by *Sma*I and ligated together. The 5′--3′ fusion product was amplified by PCR and subcloned into the pGEM-T Easy vector (Promega). The *Sma*I-digested *SAT*-flipper cassette from pGEM2A ([@bib64]) was then inserted between the flanking fragments of the *Sma*I-digested, dephosphorylated plasmid. The resulting plasmids were digested with *Not*I to generate each deletion cassette used to transform the F1 or I1 *RLUC* reporter strains by electroporation ([@bib16]). Transformants were selected on YPD agar containing 200 µg/ml nourseothricin (ClonNAT, WERNER BioAgents) after 3 d of growth at 30°. Transformants were then assessed, by PCR, for the correct insertion of the deletion cassette in the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) promoter allele controlling the *RLUC* gene. Two or more independent clones were obtained for each deletion derivative. These were then subjected to a pop-out strategy in the maltose-containing medium YPM (1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, and 2% maltose), to excise the *CaSAT1* marker. Multiple site mutations were performed by repeating the transformation and selection processes.

In vitro luciferase assay {#s5}
-------------------------

Luciferase activity was assayed according to methods previously described in detail ([@bib61]; [@bib30]), with minor modifications. White and opaque cells were grown to late log phase in modified Lee's liquid medium for 20 hr at 30°. Cells were washed once with sterile distilled water and once with RLUC buffer \[0.5 M NaCl, 0.1 M K~2~HPO~4~ (pH 6.7), 1 mM EDTA, 0.6 mM sodium azide, 1 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride (PMSF), 0.02% BSA\] without BSA. Two volumes of zirconia/silica beads (0.5 mm diameter, Research Product International Corp.) were added to the cell pellet in 200 µl of RLUC buffer without BSA. Cells were disrupted with a BeadBeater (BioSpect Products) and centrifuged at 13,000 × *g* for 10 min at 4°. Five µl of the cell-free extract were added to 100 µl of RLUC buffer, without sodium azide or PMSF, supplemented with 1 µM coelenterazine (Molecular Probes, Inc.). The RLUC buffer used in the assay mixture was flushed with nitrogen gas for 4 min to prevent auto-oxidation of the coelenterazine. Immediately after mixing in a Luminometer Cuvette (BD Monolight, BD Biosciences), light emission was measured at 480 nm in the integration mode for 30 sec with a Monolight 2010 luminometer (Analytical Luminescence Laboratory). RLUC activity was measured in relative light units, defined as light emitted per 30 sec per µg of protein. Protein concentrations were estimated using the Micro BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific). The luciferase activity data presented for each promoter mutant represent the means of at least three independent experiments obtained for two independent clones. Strains are available upon request.

Data availability {#s6}
-----------------

The authors state that all data necessary for confirming the conclusions presented in the article are represented fully within the article.

Results {#s7}
=======

Strategy {#s8}
--------

In our previous analysis of the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) promoter, we employed a strategy in which the region upstream of the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) ORF was serially deleted, each deletion beginning at base pair --2320 ([@bib30]), which proved to represent only a fourth of the full upstream region of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ). The deletion derivatives of the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) promoter were placed upstream of the *Renilla* luciferase gene *RLUC*, and the constructs inserted downstream of either one of the two *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) alleles ([Figure S1](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/FigureS1.pdf)). Here, we have taken a different strategy that involves the entire upstream region of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ), including sites 1 through 10, does not include the wild-type promoter and ORF of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) upstream of the reporter construct, and is restricted to the same *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) allele ([Figure S1](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/FigureS1.pdf)). The deletion derivatives targeted individual network TF binding sites, identified in the ChIP-chip analysis of [@bib20]). We generated two independent deletion derivatives in the α/α strain WO-1 for each individual binding site, for combinations of individual binding sites, for sites 1, 2, and 3, and for sites 9 and 10, and contiguous deletions from --8860 bp through site 8, from −8860 bp through site 9, and from −8860 bp through the WhTSP, as diagrammed in [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and described in [Table S3](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/TableS3.pdf). Select deletion derivatives of individual binding sites and contiguous deletion from −8860 bp through site 9 were also generated for **a/a** strain P37005. For the derivatives generated in strains WO-1 (α/α) and P37005 (**a/a**), RLUC activity was assessed for the two independent strains of each deletion derivative in the white and opaque phase. Each deletion derivative was assessed in triplicate and the data of the independent deletion derivatives pooled.

Differential expression of RLUC in the white phase {#s9}
--------------------------------------------------

Previously, northern blot analysis demonstrated that *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) of strain WO-1 (α/α) was differentially expressed at levels approximately 10 × higher in the white phase than in the opaque phase, and that the transcript was larger in the white phase (3.2 kb) than in the opaque phase (2.2 kb), a result of different TSPs ([@bib59]; [@bib62]). RLUC activity of the full length promoter region (WT) in the WO-1 α/α strain ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S1](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/TableS1.pdf)), which contained the 8860 bp WT promoter region of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ), was used as the reference for assessing the effects of the different constructed deletions on RLUC activity in the white and opaque phase ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). RLUC activity in WT cells in the white phase was more than 10 fold higher than in the opaque phase ([Figure 3, A and B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This was consistent with the differential expression of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) in the white and opaque phases of the parental wild-type strain WO-1 ([@bib59]; [@bib62]). These results indicated that the upstream region of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) regulated differential *RLUC* expression in the WT reporter construct, just as it regulated *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression in the natural strain.

![RLUC activity of deletion derivatives generated in the α/α strain WO-1, compared to the wild type ("WT") derivative containing the full length upstream region *EFG1*. RLUC activities are plotted in relation to that of the WT activity in the same phase, which was set at 1.0. (A) RLUC activity in the white phase of contiguous deletions from −8860 bp through binding site 8 (ΔP1-8), binding site 9 (ΔP1-9), and the WhTSP. (B) RLUC activity in the white phase of targeted deletions of the 10 transcription factor binding sites. (C) RLUC activity in the opaque phase of contiguous deletions from −8860 bp through binding site 8, binding site 9, and the WhTSP. (D) RLUC activity in the opaque phase of targeted deletions of the 10 transcription factor binding sites. Error bars represent standard deviation. Starred bars indicate a significant difference with WT. (p \< 0.05; two-tailed Mann--Whitney nonparametric test). OpTSP, opaque transcription start point; RLUC, *Renilla reniformis* luciferase; WhTSP, white transcription start point.](1725f2){#fig2}

![RLUC activity of deletion derivatives generated in α/α strain WO-1, in either the white or opaque phase, relative to activity of the WT derivative in the white phase. (A) RLUC activity of contiguous deletions. (B) RLUC activity of the targeted deletions of the 10 transcription factor binding sites. OpTSP, opaque transcription start point; RLUC, *Renilla reniformis* luciferase; WhTSP, white transcription start point; WT, wild type.](1725f3){#fig3}

Effects of deleting most or all of the upstream region {#s10}
------------------------------------------------------

Deletion of the entire upstream region, which includes binding site 1 through 8 (−8856--−2250 bp) in strain ΔP1-8 ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), reduced *RLUC* activity in the white phase more than 16 fold ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Deletion of the upstream region that included binding sites 1 through 9 (−8856--−1693 bp) or 1 through the WhTSP (−8856--−1015 bp), in strains ΔP1-9 and ΔP1-WhTSP, reduced RLUC activity in the white phase to negligible levels ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Deletion of the upstream region harboring binding sites 1 through 8 (−8856--−2250 bp), in strain ΔP1-8 ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), had no significant effect on the already low level of expression in the opaque phase, and deletion of the region harboring binding sites 1 through 9 (−8856--−1693 bp), in strain ΔP1-9, or site 1 through the WhTSP (−8856--−1015 bp), in strain ΔP1-WhTSP, decreased the already low level of RLUC activity in the opaque phase by approximately 40% ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Computing the ratio of RLUC activity in these major deletion derivatives to that of the WT reporter strain in the white phase, for both the white phase and opaque phase, underscores the conclusion that the contiguous upstream region encompassing binding sites 1 through 8, is essential for approximately 95% of RLUC activity in the white phase, and that the contiguous region that encompasses sites 1 through 9 is essential for close to 100% of RLUC activity ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that the contiguous region encompassing sites 1 through 8 is not responsible for suppressing RLUC activity in the opaque phase, and that the region between sites 8 and 9 may actually play an activation role for the low but significant level of activity in the opaque phase.

Effects of deleting individual binding sites {#s11}
--------------------------------------------

Of the 10 binding sites identified in the upstream region of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) ([@bib20]), seven bind one or more of the six network TFs in the white phase and seven bind one or more in the opaque phase ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Four of the sites (1, 6, 8, and 9) bind TFs in both phases ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Individual deletion derivatives were generated for each of the 10 binding sites in strain WO-1 (α/α) ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S3](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/TableS3.pdf)). Deletion of any one of the first nine binding sites did not result in a significant decrease in RLUC activity in the white phase. In fact, all of the first nine deletion derivatives but one, ΔP8, exhibited minor increases in RLUC activity ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The increases in RLUC activity of ΔP1, ΔP2, ΔP3, and ΔP4 were significant (p value \< 0.05) ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, starred bars). The decrease in activity exhibited by ΔP8 was not significant. Individually deleting the region containing WhTSP and P10, in ΔP10, resulted in a 10 fold decrease in RLUC activity in the white phase ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This was not unexpected given the absence of WhTSP, which is necessary for transcription in the white phase. Moreover, site 10 is within the region encoding the white *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) transcript. It should be noted that site 10 does not bind any of the six network TFs in the white phase ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib20]).

Individually deleting seven of the 10 binding sites in strain WO-1 resulted in increases in RLUC activity for sites 1, 3, and 4 in the opaque phase ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that they may play minor roles in suppressing *EFGI* transcription in that phase. The deletions ΔP1, ΔP3, and ΔP4 exhibited 1.3, 1.5, and 2.3 fold WT activity, respectively, which were significant (p value \< 0.05) ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Deletion of sites 9 and 10 resulted in significant decreases in RLUC activity ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that they played *cis*-acting roles as activators of the low, but significant level of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression in the opaque phase.

Combinatorial deletions {#s12}
-----------------------

To test whether combinatorial deletions of neighboring binding sites affected RLUC activity, we generated the deletion mutants ΔP2,P3 and ΔP1,P2,P3 ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S3](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/TableS3.pdf)). As was the case for individual deletions of sites 1, 2, and 3, neither of the two combinatorial deletion strains exhibited a decrease in RLUC activity in the white phase ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that sites 1, 2, and 3 do not function additively as enhancers. In fact, ΔP2,P3 and ΔP1,P2,P3, exhibited significant increases in activity of 60% and 80% in the white phase ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), respectively, similar to the increases observed for the individual deletions ( [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The increases observed in the former were not larger than the latter, suggesting that these low levels of individual activation were not additive. More importantly, there was no additive decrease in activity in the white phase. In the opaque phase, combinatorial deletion of 2 and 3, or 1, 2, and 3, resulted in significant increases of 1.7 and 1.4 WT activity, respectively, but revealed no additive increases when compared to the RLUC activity of the individual deletions ΔP1, ΔP2, and ΔP3 ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This point is evident when RLUC activities of the mutant strains in the two phases are computed relative to expression in the white phase of the derivative WT, which harbors the full length upstream region of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) ([Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![RLUC activity of multiple site deletion derivatives in the α/α strain WO-1. These mutants were not contiguous deletions that included multiple sites, but rather combinations of individual deletions targeting each site in the combination. (A) RLUC activity of targeted deletions ΔP1, ΔP2, ΔP3, ΔP2, ΔP3, and ΔP1,P2,P3, and ΔP9, ΔP10, and ΔP9,P10 in the white phase. (B) RLUC activity in the opaque phase of the targeted deletions listed in panel A. (C) RLUC activity of the derivatives listed in panel A, relative to the activity of the WT derivative in the white phase (p \< 0.05; two-tailed Mann--Whitney nonparametric test). RLUC, *Renilla reniformis* luciferase; WT, wild type.](1725f4){#fig4}

We next generated the combinatorial mutant ΔP9,P10 by individually deleting binding site 9 and the region harboring the WhTSP and site 10, in combination ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S3](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.116.029785/-/DC1/TableS3.pdf)). Strain ΔP9,P10 exhibited the same decrease in RLUC activity in the white phase as ΔP10 ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), again noting that the P10 binding site resides within the 5′ end of the region encoding the white phase transcript ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The combinatorial mutant ΔP9,P10 exhibited a decrease in RLUC activity similar to that of the individual deletion derivative ΔP10 in the opaque phase ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). It should be noted that the combinatorial mutant ΔP9,P10 harbored the intact OpTSP ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Similar results in an a/a strain {#s13}
--------------------------------

The preceding deletion analysis was performed with two independently generated strains for each deletion derivative for the parent strain WO-1, which possesses an α/α *MTL* configuration ([@bib35]; [@bib43]). To be sure, however, that our results were not strain or mating type-specific, we selectively generated deletion mutants, including ΔP1-9, ΔP1, ΔP2, ΔP4, ΔP9, and ΔP10, in the natural **a/a** strain P37005 ([@bib35]). The difference between the white phase and the opaque phase in RLUC activity in the WT derivative of P37005 was 10 fold (data not shown), highly similar to that of the WT derivative of strain WO-1 (α/α) ([Figure 3, A and B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Deletion of the entire upstream region harboring binding sites P1 through P9, in strain ΔP1-9, resulted in the nearly complete loss of expression in the white phase ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and a 35% loss in the opaque phase ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), results similar to those for the analogous deletion derivatives in strain WO-1 (α/α) ([Figure 2, A and C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, respectively). Individual deletion of sites 1, 2, 4, and 9 in derivatives ΔP1, ΔP2, ΔP4, and ΔP9 of strain P370005 (**a/a**) did not result in a decrease in RLUC activity in the white phase ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). As was the case for analogous deletion derivatives in WO-1 (α/α) ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), ΔP1, ΔP2, ΔP4, and ΔP9 resulted in increases in the white phase ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The increases in ΔP1, ΔP2, and ΔP4 were significant. Individual deletion of P1, P2, P4, and P9 resulted in increases in RLUC activity in the opaque phase, between 1.1--2.0 WT activity ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Only the increase in ΔP4 was significant, but the increases as a whole suggested a trend. The trend of increases for sites ΔP1, ΔP2, and ΔP4 correlated with that observed in the parallel deletion derivatives generated in strain WO-1 (**a/a**) ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Deletion of site 10 in ΔP10 caused a major decrease in RLUC activity in the white phase ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and opaque phase ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), results again similar to those for the analogous deletion derivative in strain WO-1(α/α) ([Figure 2, B and D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, respectively). Therefore, the expression data presented for the deletion derivatives of the **a/a** strain P37005 indicate that the more extensive results obtained for strain WO-1 (α/α) were neither strain-specific nor mating type-specific.

![RLUC activity of select deletion derivatives generated in the **a/a** strain P37005, compared to the wild type (WT) derivative containing the full length upstream region of *EFG1*. (A) RLUC activity in the white phase of a contiguous deletion from −8860 bp through binding site 9 (ΔP1-9) and five targeted deletions of transcription factor binding sites. (B) RLUC activity in the opaque phase of the contiguous and targeted deletions (p \< 0.05; two-tailed Mann--Whitney nonparametric test). RLUC, *Renilla reniformis* luciferase; WT, wild type.](1725f5){#fig5}

Discussion {#s14}
==========

[@bib20]) performed a comprehensive study of six TFs involved in the regulation of the white-opaque transition and maintenance of the alternative phenotypes of *C. albicans*. In one component of this study, they employed ChIP-chip analyses to assess binding of the six TFs to sites along the promoters of each TF, and generated models for interactive transcription networks regulating expression of the alternative switch phenotypes. Here, we have explored whether the identified binding sites along the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) promoter, function as enhancers in the white phase, in which *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) is expressed at high levels, and/or as silencers in the opaque phase, in which *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) is expressed at a 10 fold lower level ([@bib59]; [@bib62]; [@bib87]).

Assessing binding site function {#s15}
-------------------------------

While ChIP-chip analyses provide a powerful tool for identifying TF binding sites ([@bib19]; [@bib80]; [@bib13]; [@bib8]; [@bib20]; [@bib17]), they do not establish functionality ([@bib33]; [@bib13]; [@bib73]; [@bib52]; [@bib11]; [@bib40]; [@bib78]; [@bib45]; [@bib71]; [@bib77]; [@bib79]; [@bib14]; [@bib17]; [@bib55]; [@bib56]; [@bib3]). A variety of studies have shown this to be the case. [@bib73]), integrated ChIP-chip binding data with motif binding sites, nucleosome occupancy, and mRNA expression profiles in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, and estimated that approximately 50% of protein--DNA binding interactions may be nonfunctional. [@bib78]) analyzed 455 binding sites in four immortalized cell lines using a transient transfection strategy with a luciferase reporter assay. In each cell line, only 36--49% of binding sites of the promoter tested were deemed functional. [@bib45]) employed ChIP-chip to map binding of the leucine-responsive TF, Ss-LrpB, in *Sulfolobus solfataricus*, an archaebacterium. They identified 36 loci in addition to four already known that bind Ss-LrpB. However, by comparing the transcription profiles of the wild type and the *Ss-LrpB* deletion mutant, they found that out of 12 tested genes, only one, *CRISPR B*, was regulated by Ss-LrpB. In that study, electrophoretic mobility shift assays failed to correlate with the ChIP-chip data, suggesting possible artifacts in the latter technology. [@bib77]) estimated that only 25% of the binding sites identified by the TF MYC in ChIP-seq analyses were potentially functional targets, based on transcription profiles in MYC perturbation experiments. It should be noted, however, that transcriptional analysis of target genes in TF mutants or cells in which RNAi is used to downregulate the TF do not test the possibility of TF redundancy whenever a potential target is not affected ([@bib60]).

Another approach to assess the functionality of TF binding interactions is to delete the binding sites. [@bib42]) found that the vitamin D and retinoid X receptors, which form a heterodimer, bind to six sites located upstream and downstream of the gene *CYP24A1*, in the presence of vitamin D. A deletion analysis of the sites revealed that both the one site upstream and five downstream were involved in upregulating *CYP24A1*, and, most importantly, that their individual functions were additive. Bresnick and colleagues ([@bib17]; [@bib55]) employed ChIP-seq to identify four GATA-1/2 binding sites close to the *Gata2* gene, three upstream and one in an intron. Targeted deletions in this case revealed that the three in the upstream region appeared to play no role in the regulation of *Gata2* during hematopoiesis, but the site in the intron played a major role. One of the most interesting analyses assessing function of binding sites by targeted deletions involves the silent *MTL* of *S. cerevisiae*, *HMR* and *HML*. Both are flanked by an essential silencer (E-silencer) and an important silencer (I-silencer). Deletion of the Abf1 or Orc1 binding site in HMR-E individually had no effect on *HMR* repression, and deletion of the Rap1 binding site had a 10% effect on repression ([@bib9]). However, combinatorial deletion of the Abf1 and Rap1 binding sites, or the Rap1 and Orc1 binding sites, completely derepressed *HMR* expression. Such combinatorial effects indicate redundancy and can reflect cooperativity, most likely in chromatin looping to bring regulatory elements to transcription start points ([@bib28]; [@bib27]; [@bib10]). An example of additivity and redundancy can also be found in *HML* regulation ([@bib39]). Deleting the Sum1 binding site in HML-E resulted in 15% derepression, deleting the Rap1 binding site resulted in 28% derepression, and deleting the Orc1 binding site resulted in 61% derepression. Combinatorial deletions of the Rap1 and Orc1 binding sites or the Orc1 and Sum1 binding sites resulted in 100% derepression, suggesting both additivity and redundancy. The results for HMR-E ([@bib9]) demonstrate a case of redundancy in which individually deleting binding sites may not be sufficient to identify function. In addition to these caveats in assessing binding site function, ChIP-chip analyses can be problematic. [@bib70]) found that chromatin structure can affect the immunoprecipitation step, given that silenced chromatin can be refractory to shearing, thus biasing binding to sites in genes differentially expressed in alternative phenotypes. [@bib71]) have also presented evidence that regions highly expressed can bind TFs nonspecifically, which they have referred to as "hyper-ChIPable."

Deletion analysis of the EFG1 promoter {#s16}
--------------------------------------

It is, therefore, critical to demonstrate that TF binding sites identified by ChIP-chip or ChIP-seq are functional, but as [@bib11]) have carefully considered, there is no single experimental strategy that definitively demonstrates functionality. They describe 12 strategies to demonstrate that a protein--DNA interaction may be functional. Here, we have employed the strategy of targeted deletions to begin to assess the functionality of the 10 sites that bind network TFs along the promoter of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ), a major regulator of the white phase phenotype. It should be emphasized that this study represents the first of several steps, after ChIP-chip analysis ([@bib20]), in understanding how *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) is regulated.

Because *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) transcription is 10 fold higher in the white phase and is essential for full expression of the white phase, we expected to find that one or more of the seven sites upstream of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) that bind network TFs in the white phase function as *cis*-acting enhancers, and/or that one or more of the seven sites upstream of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) that bind network TFs in the opaque phase function as *cis*-acting silencers in the opaque phase. If one or more of the seven identified sites (1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9) that bind network TFs in the white phase acted independently as a *cis*-acting enhancer, and their functions were additive, then a targeted deletion of that site would result in a decrease in RLUC activity. None of the individual targeted deletions of the white phase binding sites, ΔP1, ΔP2, ΔP3, ΔP6, ΔP7, ΔP8, and ΔP9 generated in strain WO-1(α/α), and none of the targeted deletions, ΔP1, ΔP2, ΔP4, and ΔP9 generated in strain P37005 (**a**/**a**), reduced RLUC activity significantly in the white phase. In fact, all but one of the targeted single deletions exhibited small increases in RLUC activity, and the decrease observed in ΔP8 was not significant. These increases could be due to alterations in chromatin architecture resulting from the deletions. The absence of decreases, however, do not support models of additivity of the bound sites in the enhancement of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression in the white phase. Combinatorial deletion of binding sites 2 and 3, and 1, 2, and 3, again resulted in similar increases, not decreases, in RLUC activity in the white phase, supporting the preceding interpretation. The combinatorial deletions exhibited roughly the same small increases as the individual deletions. However, a contiguous deletion from −8860 bp through binding site 8 (ΔP1-8), from −8860 bp through site 9 (ΔP1-9), and from −8860 bp through the white TSP (ΔP1-WhTSP), reduced RLUC activity to the low level observed in the opaque phase, indicating that the elevated level of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression in the white phase is dependent upon a relatively intact promoter and, therefore, sites in that promoter. The results of ΔP7 and ΔP8, which bind only TF Ahr1, are consistent with those of [@bib20]), who found that deletion of *AHR1* ([orf19.7381](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.7381) ) does not affect the level of expression of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) in the white phase.

If one or more of the seven sites (sites 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10) that bind network TFs in the opaque phase acted independently and additively as *cis*-acting silencers, then a targeted deletion of that site would result in an increase in RLUC activity. Deletion of sites 1, 2, 3, and 4 did result in increases in RLUC activity in the opaque phase. The increases ranged between 5--10% of white phase WT expression. The combinatorial deletions of sites 1, 2, and 3, however, did not show additivity, resulting in an increase of only 5% of WT white phase expression. These results therefore provide no support for additivity. Deletion of binding sites 9 and 10 resulted in RLUC activities in the opaque phase that were actually 0.5 and 0.2 that of the WT derivative in the opaque phase, respectively, suggesting that rather than playing roles in silencing, these sites played roles in enhancing the low but significant level of RLUC expression in the opaque phase. The individual deletion that resulted in the largest increase in RLUC activity in the opaque phase, approximately 10% of the WT white phase level, was that of ΔP4. Consistent with this observation, [@bib20]) found that deleting *CZF1* ([orf19.3127](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.3127) ), which binds to site 4 in the opaque phase, results in an increase in *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression in the opaque phase. Interestingly, mutating *WOR3* ([orf19.467](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.467) ), which also binds site 4, does not result in an increase in *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression ([@bib20]; [@bib37]), and neither deletion of site 6 nor deletion of site 9, both of which bind Czf1 in the opaque phase, resulted in an increase in RLUC activity in the opaque phase. When the contiguous region from −8860 bp through binding site 8 was deleted, the low level of RLUC expression in the opaque phase did not change (*i.e.*, increase). This suggests that the contiguous upstream region may not play a general silencing role in the low but significant level of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression in the opaque phase.

Previous mutational analyses of network TFs {#s17}
-------------------------------------------

A minimal expectation for a functional role of a network TF in the regulation of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression would be that deletion of a TF regulating *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) would indeed have an effect on *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression ([@bib13]; [@bib52]; [@bib40]; [@bib77]; [@bib79]). However, this is by no means a definitive test since it does not assess TF redundancy ([@bib60]). An analysis of the effects of mutating network TFs on *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression has been performed for *WOR3* ([orf19.467](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.467) ), *AHR1* ([orf19.7381](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.7381) ), and *CZF1* ([orf19.3127](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.3127) ), but not for *WOR2* ([orf19.5992](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.5992) ) or *WOR1* ([orf19.4884](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.4884) ). Deletion of *WOR3* ([orf19.467](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.467) ) did not affect differential expression of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) in the alternative phases ([@bib20]; [@bib37]). Wor3 binds at sites 4, 6, and 10 along the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) promoter in the opaque phase ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib20]). Since these sites bind several network TFs, the absence of an effect in a TF deletion mutant does not definitively exclude functionality if TF redundancy exists ([@bib60]). Deletion of *AHR1* ([orf19.7381](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.7381) ) also does not affect the differential expression of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) in the alternative phases ([@bib20]). Ahr1 binds to sites 7 and 8 in the white phase and 5 and 8 in the opaque phase ([@bib20]). For the two sites in the white phase and the two sites in the opaque phase, Ahr1 is the only network TF that binds, and hence Ahr1 binding alone defines the sites. Since other network TFs do not bind these sites, the lack of an effect by *AHR1* ([orf19.7381](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.7381) ) mutation cannot at this time be explained by TF redundancy, although it is possible that TFs other than the identified network TFs, bind to these sites and function redundantly. The deletion of *CZF1* ([orf19.3127](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.3127) ), however, resulted in an increase in the expression of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) in the opaque phase ([@bib20]). Czf1 binds site 9 in the white phase and sites 4, 6, and 9 in the opaque phase ([@bib20]). The deletion of site 4 results in an increase in expression in the opaque phase. All of the sites Czf1 binds to include binding by other network TFs. Hence, TF redundancy cannot be ruled out at site 4. Therefore, the increase in *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression in the opaque phase of the *CZF1* ([orf19.3127](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.3127) ) mutant ([@bib20]) may be more consistent with an indirect role for *CZF1* ([orf19.3127](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.3127) ) in the regulation of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ). Finally, our results, using targeted deletion of individual sites, suggest that sites 1, 2, 3, and 4 play a role in partially suppressing *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression in the opaque phase. However, in the opaque phase only site 4 binds network TFs, Wor3 and Czf1, that were analyzed by gene mutation, and only the latter mutant showed an increase in *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression in the opaque phase. It can reasonably be concluded that individual TF mutants add little to the interpretation of network TF binding site functionality at the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) promoter.

Concluding remarks {#s18}
------------------

Deletion of network TF binding sites along the *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) promoter failed to provide strong evidence for individual *cis*-acting enhancement roles in the white phase or *cis*-acting silencing roles in the opaque phase, except possibly for silencer activity of sites 1, 2, 3, and 4 in the opaque phase. Combinatorial deletion of sites 1, 2, and 3, failed to reveal cooperative or additive enhancer roles in the white phase or additive silencer roles in the opaque phase. The results of individual, combinatorial, or extensive deletions revealed no indication of suppression of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression by the promoter in the opaque phase. These results are consistent with, but not definitive for, the conclusion that the majority of binding sites may be nonfunctional. There are several alternative explanations for these results that do not exclude functionality. First, it must be noted that in the present study, regulation was limited to log phase growth in the alternative phenotypes under a single set of conditions. Regulation during the actual phenotypic transition was not assessed. This was also true for the study by [@bib20]) which identified the binding sites. Hence, the functionality of the sites in the enhancement of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) expression in the opaque to white transition or silencing in the white to opaque transition were not assessed. Rather, steady state regulation in the established alternative phenotypes was assessed. Moreover, *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) is differentially regulated during formation of hyphae ([@bib66]), and both white and opaque cells form hyphae ([@bib1]). Therefore, experiments are now in progress to test whether the identified binding sites function during the actual phenotypic transitions accompanying white-opaque switching or during hyphal formation. Second, the binding sites may function under different nutritional or environmental conditions to those used here to maintain the white and opaque phases ([@bib19]; [@bib73]; [@bib60]). Third, although the results of our study do not reveal cooperativity or additivity among network TF binding sites in the process of activation in the white phase, they do not definitively rule them out because the combinatorial deletions performed here were not extensive enough. Our results also do not rule out binding site redundancy for the same reason. However, there is no indication that the binding sites play silencing roles in the low level of expression in the opaque phase. In this case, the expression levels in the opaque phase, for ΔP1-8, ΔP1-9, and ΔP1-TSP, were even lower than the already low level of expression in this phase in the WT construct. None of our data exclude the possibility that other functional sites, bound by nonnetwork TFs, are responsible for activation of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) in the white phase or the more remote possibility of repression in the opaque phase. An even more detailed functional analysis, including a more comprehensive set of combinatorial deletions and strategies ([@bib11]), will be required to fully elucidate which sites or regions of the promoter of *EFG1* ([orf19.610](http://fungidb.org/gene/orf19.610) ) and which TFs regulate expression.
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